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 10.10 beta nacc: its the reaadmeys fault. you just saw that in the popup? netro: Why did you not upgrade? *realname k1l_: no, I
saw you say "that did happen to you, maybe it's a bug in 16.04" and that was the first thing that came to my mind i don't have
time and there were issues netro: You're the third person who was in here earlier claiming that an upgrade caused them to lose

their swap. netro: Which is why I asked why you didn't upgrade in the first place, and why you don't have time. k1l_: also, i
know how to do that, but I can't help you with it, because I'm not running 16.04 and my live usb only has 8.04 on it netro: You
also gave an incorrect time for when you asked to be given the iso's. so i went out and i downloaded it netro: so because it didnt

work you didnt upgrade? ok wait i just did k1l_: the only thing the HWE introduced was the new kernel, which you already
know netro: please ask your issue again, all in one line. what is the package name for the window manager netro: see topic for
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the desktop and that will get you back to 16.04. k1l_: hrm, I was wrong, you can also do hwe-oem and there was an i386 hwe-
edge update :) netro: ubuntu-desktop nacc: yes. but you 82157476af
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